BIO – Daryush ILA, Ph.D.
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICE (RTTO)

Associate Vice Chancellor for Research and Technology Transfer

Name: Dr. Daryush ILA
Status: FTE Permanent/EPA/Professor of Physics
Degree: Ph.D., Condensed Matter Physics, University of Massachusetts, Lowell, MA., M.S., Physics (Nuclear Structure/Instrumentation), M. I. T., Cambridge, MA., B.S., Physics, Tehran University.

Training: Negotiation in Technical fields (MIT), Research Administration (SRA), Contract Proposal Development (SAIC), Negotiation for Senior Executives (Harvard Law School & MIT), Challenges of Leadership in Teams (MIT Sloan School of Management), Industrial Contract Management (GTRI), FSO and ITAR control (DOD)

Experience: 33 years in higher education, Grants and Contracts (25 years), Business Development (25 years), Management (23 years), Negotiation (25 years), Costing (25 years), ITAR/FSO backup (15 years), Contract development/writing and compliance (15 years), OMB Circular/FARR (15 years), Project administration/project management/project control (16 years)

Responsibilities: Guide Fayetteville State University's (FSU) implementation of a comprehensive research agenda that is consistent with its mission of "promoting the educational, social, cultural and economic transformation of southeastern North Carolina and beyond." Responsible for increasing externally-funded and internally-funded research productivity at FSU, increasing external funding for research and special programs, strengthening institutional support for research, and identifying appropriate areas of emphasis for research at FSU.